
Lesson Topic: Transportation

Name of Teacher: Susan Strikovsky

 המצגת נערכה ע"י סוזן סטריקובסקי
כל הזכויות שמורות לוויסקול לימודים מקוונים בע"מ



What Transportation Do you 

Use? 



There are 

many means 

of 

transportation.



Trains, cars, buses, horses, airplanes 

etc.



European cities, such 

as Germany, France

and the UK, have a 

TGV- high-speed rail 

service, which is a 

very rapid train.
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Industries and manufacturers

are experimenting with 

developing new airplanes all 

the time.

One day we will have battery-

charged airplanes.



In a way, I love riding a 

bicycle instead of driving a 

car or taking a bus. 



When traveling in the 

countryside, bike 

riding is worthwhile, 

you can better 

explore places. 



What is your favorite 

transportation? 



Match the Words in Red to their Synonym

SynonymNew Word

ValuableExperimenting

TestingExplore

ExamineWorthwhile



Match the Words in Red to their Synonym

SynonymNew Word

ValuableExperimenting

TestingExplore

ExamineWorthwhile



Complete the Sentences with the New 

Words

1) The cheapest form of is 

the train. It only costs fifteen shekels.



Complete the Sentences with the New 

Words

1) The cheapest form of transport                     

is the train. It only costs fifteen 

shekels.



Complete the Sentences with the New 

Words

2) In the Industrial Revolution, one of the 

main was making cotton in 

the mills.



Complete the Sentences with the New 

Words

2) In the Industrial Revolution, one of the 

main industries   was making cotton in 

the mills.



Complete the Sentences with the New 

Words

3) Unfortunately, Sam is afraid of flying. 

He is going to fly on an next 

month to try and get over his fear.



Complete the Sentences with the New 

Words

3) Unfortunately, Sam is afraid of flying. 

He is going to fly on an airplane               

next month to try and get over his fear.



Today’s lesson was about

Transportation




